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As we say goodbye to the lazy days of summer
and hello to crisp chill of autumn, there’s a sense
in the air of everyone getting back to routines
and preparing for the winter months ahead.
While your days might now be taken up with
sorting out school runs, getting to grips with a
new Uni timetable, or tidying up the garden, we
also hope that you’ll have time for a visit to your
local independent cinema. This is the cinema
team’s favourite time of year – the shorter days
and colder weather can mean only one thing in
our minds – never having to feel guilty about
staying indoors to watch a film.

For students just starting on their degree journey,
welcome to Dundee! For those of you returning
to resume your courses, welcome back! We
hope you find a little respite (but not a distraction
mind!) from your studies and hard work in our
cinemas over the coming year. Student tickets
for all the standard screenings in this guide cost
just £5.50 all day, every day, so you can enjoy a
film without blowing the budget.

What I love most about this current guide is that
without even leaving Dundee, you can travel to
different corners of the world and learn that 
despite our differences, we share so many 
similarities. One of the themes that revealed itself
while I was putting this selection together was
the importance of families, of all shapes and
sizes, in our lives. From war-torn Syria (For Sama)
to the Manor House (Downton Abbey) and from
best mates (Animals) to inter-generational 
relationships (The Farewell), the bonds that we
create together support us through the pitfalls 
of life. And in the same way, we hope that you
find your cinema home at DCA – a place where
you can relax, be yourself and belong, wherever
you come from. 

Alice Black
Head of Cinema
Additional contributors:
Michael Coull, Caley McGillvary, Jennifer Phin,
Mike Tait
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NewFilms

Pain & Glory       
Fri 23 August – Thu 5 September

Exploring early memories as well as the challenges
of growing older, Spanish master Pedro Almodóvar
is back with a wistful, self-reflexive portrait of middle
age. All his usual themes are present in this semi-
autobiographical tale – sexual awakening, the 
iconic mother figure, Catholicism – delivered with 
his trademark flair, style and warmth.

Our hero is filmmaker Salvador Mallo (Antonio 
Banderas), who is recalling his past: his childhood,
his first love affair, the pain of heartbreak and his early
discovery of cinema. At this stage in his life, the glory
of Salvador’s past is eclipsed by his current pain. 
In his shrine of an apartment, Salvador is like the 
sad prince in a post-modern fairy-tale, surrounded
by memories. Keen to bring closure to past regrets,
he reconnects, after 30 years of silence, with the star
of one of his early films, Alberto (Asier Etxeandia).
The encounter and newfound friendship encourages
Salvador to reassess his life, accept his flaws and
maybe, finally move forward with what is left of his life.

Lush, gorgeous and flamboyant in its design, Pain
and Glory is Almodóvar at his most introspective. Its
also a wonderful vehicle for the talents of long-time
collaborators Banderas and Penélope Cruz. As 
Salvador, Banderas gives the performance of his 
career as the charming and occasionally infuriating
artist who rediscovers his creative spark.

Dir: Pedro Almodóvar                
Spain 2019 / 1h43m / 15
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 29 August, 10:30
Ciné Sunday Sun 1 September, 11:00

Animals        
Fri 30 August – Thu 5 September

Director Sophie Hyde (52 Tuesdays) brings Emma Jane Unsworth’s
2014 coming-of-age novel about female friendship to the big
screen with Animals. Following in the footsteps of films like
Daphne and TV series like Fleabag, its story centres on the 
trials and tribulations of two young women navigating life in our
modern world, falling in and out of love, challenging expectations
and struggling to find a purpose they can believe in.

Best friends Laura (Holliday Grainger) and Tyler (Alia Shawkat)
spend their days working as baristas and their nights partying.
Laura aspires to become a writer, but never seems to get much
writing done. When together, the pair make it their mission to have
fun as long as it lasts. But a new relationship with young pianist
Jim Fra Fee and the arrival of her former wild-child sister’s new
baby offer Laura the glimpse of a different life. Tyler is steadfast 
in her commitment to hedonism, but Laura starts to have doubts,
and their friendship comes under pressure.

Transposing the novel’s setting from Manchester to Dublin 
seems seamless. Grainger’s Irish accent is spot-on and there’s 
a palpable sense of spontaneity and freedom in her performance.
Shawkat, best known in the UK for the American TV series 
Arrested Development, brings a dark vulnerability to Tyler that
hints at her uncompromised commitment to a life of debauchery.
Much of Animals' story is familiar, but the gender of its protagonists
makes it feel fresh; after years of watching films about boys 
behaving badly, now it's the girls' turn.

Dir: Sophie Hyde                
UK / Ireland / Australia 2019 / 1h49m / 15
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The Souvenir
Fri 30 August – Thu 12 September

Joanna Hogg is one of the most singular voices in British filmmaking today. Her slow-burn aesthetic and preoccupation with
middle-class milieu might divide audiences, but her work is uncompromisingly her own. While the precision of her filmmaking
(Archipelago, Unrelated, Exhibition) is sometimes mistaken for aloofness, The Souvenir is her most personal work to date and
every frame is delicately infused with raw memories and naked emotion.

Honor Swinton Byrne
(daughter of Tilda Swinton
and John Byrne) is Julie,
a naive, middle-class
photographer and aspiring filmmaker in 1980s London. Her quiet intensity attracts the attention of older man Anthony (a 
magnificent Tom Burke), who she meets at a party and is instantly drawn to. Julie and Anthony embark on an intense affair. 
Although he showers her with sophisticated gifts, introduces her to art and literature, much of his life is shrouded in mystery.
Even when they move in together, Julie still knows very little about Anthony until his money difficulties reveal he’s a habitual
heroin user. She stays with him and supports his efforts to come clean, but his addiction is set to destroy more than just their
relationship.

Although much will be made of Byrne and Tilda Swinton playing mother and daughter on screen (both are excellent) it is
Burke who steals the show with his charming, controlling and troubled Anthony. With period detail so perfect that it simply
melts into the background, The Souvenir is a fine example of a filmmaker utterly in control of her material, her talent and her
truth. With this film, Hogg more than deserves to take her place alongside names like Jarman, Loach, or Leigh as one of the
very best British filmmakers to have graced our screens.

Dir: Joanna Hogg                
UK 2019 / 1h50m / 15
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 5 September, 10:30
Bring a Baby Thu 5 September, 10:30
Ciné Sunday Sun 8 September, 11:00

“...a fine example of a filmmaker utterly in control 
of her material, her talent and her truth.”
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Transit        
Fri 6 – Thu 12 September

German director Christian Petzold’s (Barbara, Phoenix) latest
work, Transit, is based on Anna Segher’s 1942 novel about
wartime refugees trapped in Marseilles while trying to flee the
Nazis. Atmospheric and tense, Petzold’s filmmaking is complex
but highly relevant and infused with his love of classic cinema 
storytelling which makes it so compelling.

Boldly, Petzold has made the decision to set the action in the
present day – a strategy that brings this tragic historical drama
smack into our contemporary world. With Nazi troops just outside
Paris, German refugee Georg (In the Aisles’Franz Rogowski), 
escapes to Marseilles. Only refugees who can prove they are able
to leave Marseilles are allowed into the port town, and Georg has
managed this by assuming the identity of a dead writer, Weidel,
whose papers are in his possession. These include a manuscript,
and a letter from the Mexican Embassy assuring the author of a
visa. While waiting for his ship, Georg encounters other refugees
desperately waiting for transit visas. He befriends the mysterious
Marie (Frantz’Paula Beer), who is desperate to find her husband –
Weidel. As Georg falls in love, he has to find a way of saving Marie
without revealing his deceit.

Petzold’s contemporary setting reminds us the hardship and
heartbreak of war and displacement are still present in many 
parts of the world. Rogowski, often called the European Joaquin
Phoenix, brings a surly charm to our ‘hero’ Gregor, whose 
blinkered self-preservation is eventually called into question by 
the desperation that surrounds him.

Dir: Christian Petzold                
Germany / France 2018 / 1h41m / 12A

Leto       
Tue 10 – Thu 12 September

From Russian theatre and film director Kirill 
Serebrennikov (The Student), currently under house
arrest in his home country, comes Leto (‘Summer’): 
a wistful, sultry evocation of the youth of Viktor Tsoi,
singer-songwriter of the popular Soviet band Kino
and a pioneer of the wider underground rock scene
of the early 1980s.

Shot in stylish black and white, it unfolds during an
early-1980s summer in Leningrad (now St. Petersburg),
where rock devotees await the latest imported 
albums and bootleg recordings from the west; 
eagerly consuming forbidden music by the Beatles,
Dylan, The Velvet Underground, Bowie and The
Doors, alongside new-wave masters like the Sex
Pistols, The Clash and Blondie. Amidst this covert
cultural fervour, Mike (Roman Bilyk), a singer with 
a wildly popular band, lives with his girlfriend 
Natasha (Irina Starshenbaum), and their baby in a
cramped shared apartment. But their relationship 
is complicated by the arrival of Viktor (Tee Yoo), who
has a band of his own.

As passionate, melancholic and seductive as the
artists it portrays, Letomanages to evoke a place
and time but still feel as fresh as if it was tomorrow. 
It is a spirited requiem of a lost shared past, evoking
the camaraderie and competitiveness of a group 
of rebellious, passionate young connoisseurs of
western rock. You’ll be inspired to rush home and 
dig out your favourite vinyl...

Dir: Kirill Serebrennikov               
Russia / France 2018 / 2h08m / 15
Russian with English subtitles
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Mrs Lowry & Son        
Fri 6 – Thu 12 September

This is the beautiful, delicate, intimate and amusing story of the
brittle but vital relationship between L. S. Lowry, one of the 
greatest artists of the 20th century, and his bedridden, unhappy
and controlling mother. Engrossing and entertaining, Mrs Lowry 
& Sonoffers up a veritable masterclass in acting, with Vanessa
Redgrave and Timothy Spall spellbinding as a mother and son
separated by art and ambition.

Lowry (Spall), not yet established as an artist, works as a rent 
collector, walking the streets of Salford, mixing with factory 
workers and observing the town closely. In the evenings, he 
takes art classes and paints until the early hours of the morning.
He is resolutely loyal and well-mannered towards his bitter
mother, Elizabeth (Redgrave), who tries to dissuade her bachelor
son from pursuing his artistic ambitions and never misses a
chance to tell him what a disappointment he is to her.

Adrian Noble’s wonderfully observed film gently reveals how
Lowry’s snobbish mother is the obstacle preventing him from 
fulfilling his artistic ambition, as he desperately tries to create
something (whether it be dinner or a painting) that might make 
her happy. This lovely film is punctuated by delightful moments 
of humour, as it depicts the impact a bitterly obsessive mother
had on one of this country’s greatest artists.

Dir: Adrian Noble                 
UK 2019 / 1h32m / PG
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 12 September, 10:30
Bring a Baby Thu 12 September, 10:30

Downton Abbey       
Fri 13 – Thu 26 September

Love it or loathe it, there’s no denying that the 
phenomenon that is Downton Abbey has become
part of our collective British conscience. The trials
and tribulations of the Grantham family and their 
staff have become a staple part of Sunday night
viewing for so many of us that it was inevitable it
would eventually make it onto the big screen!

With a screenplay by series creator Julian Fellows
(Gosford Park) and directed by Michael Engler,
Downton Abbey reunites our favourite cast of 
characters as well as introducing some new, 
potentially very posh ones as the family prepares 
for a very important Royal visit. All of the original 
cast will be returning for the big-screen outing, 
including Michelle Dockery as Lady Mary Talbot (née
Crawley), Laura Carmichael as Lady Edith Crawley,
Joanne Froggatt as Anna Bates, Hugh Bonneville 
as Robert Crawley, Elizabeth McGovern as Cora
Crawley and of course Dame Maggie Smith as
Dowager Countess of Grantham.

At the time of going to print, not much is actually
known about the plot details, although Hugh 
Bonneville, who plays Earl of Grantham has revealed
“It’s got the highs and lows, zingers and pathos, 
and skullduggery and big laughs – all the flavours
that made the show so enjoyable.” We can’t wait;
bring on the tea and crumpets! 

Dir: Michael Engler               
UK 2019 / 2h02m / PG
Ciné Sunday Sun 15 September, 11:00
Subtitled screenings Sun 15 September, 18:00
and Tue 24 September, 15:15
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 19 September, 10:30
Bring a Baby Thu 19 September, 10:30
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A Faithful Man       
Fri 13 – Thu 19 September

Award-winning actor Louis Garrel (The Dreamers,
Redoubtable) directs and stars in this light-hearted
drama about the unanticipated joys and heartbreaks
one man experiences over the years.

Garrel plays Abel, a Parisian whose girlfriend, 
Marianne (Laetitia Casta), tells him in the first scene
that she is pregnant, but the baby isn't Abel's; she 
is leaving him and marrying the father. This is the 
beginning of a journey that stretches over a number
of years, filled with twists and turns, and happy and
unhappy surprises. Marianne will pop back into his
life again along with her son, as will Eva (Lily-Rose
Depp), the younger sister of the man he was 
abandoned for. As the plot snakes through the 
bric-à-brac of Abel's days, we find an ironic and
sympathetic sensibility on display. Rather than being
in control, Abel is acted on, as he good-humouredly
tries to navigate the challenges that come his way.

There is a gentle, French New Wave tone and feel 
to A Faithful Man, as if we are encountering Truffaut's
Antoine Doinel once again. The contemporary Paris
setting and its streets, cafés, and apartments appear
almost changeless since the '60s. But it is the 
youthful director's unique, carefully modulated,
quizzically engaged touch that charms and engages.

Dir: Louis Garrel               
France 2019 / 1h23m / 15
French with English subtitles

Bait        
Mon 16 – Thu 19 September

“The view may be beautiful, but you can’t eat it.” British filmmaker
Mark Jenkin’s debut feature Baitmet with adoring critical acclaim
following its premiere at the 2019 Berlinale. Continuing the 
celebration of lo-fi handmade filmmaking from his shorts work, 
it’s shot in grainy 16mm black and white and chronicles a Cornish
coastal town under threat from modernity.

Fisherman Martin (Edward Rowe) is at war with his brother Steven
(Giles King), who has appropriated their boat for tourist cruises.
He’s also bristling against Tim and Sandra Leigh (Simon Shepherd,
Mary Woodvine), the well-off Londoners who bought his childhood
home and whose son is displeased by his sister dating Steven’s
broodingly handsome boy Neil (Isaac Woodvine). As the end of
summer nears, a misguided prank leads to rising tensions.

Around this drama, Jenkin has fashioned a film that feels original,
experimental and often mythic in its observations of the timeless
natural world alongside the everyday human one. Strikingly 
atmospheric and stylistically bold, rooted in local culture and 
community, it is a stark story, both nostalgic and furiously 
contemporary, positioning Jenkin as one of the most exciting
voices in British cinema today. Enjoy this film in glorious 35mm.

Dir: Mark Jenkin                 
UK 2019 / 1h29m / 15 / 35mm



The Farewell
Fri 20 September – Thu 3 October

A heartfelt celebration of both the way we perform family and the way we live it, The Farewellmasterfully interweaves a gently
humorous depiction of a good lie in-action with a thoughtful exploration of how our cultural heritage does and does not travel
with us when we leave our homes. Writer/director Lulu Wang imbues The Farewellwith warmth and knowing wit, while the
uniformly excellent ensemble cast (anchored by a breakout performance by Awkwafina) invites us to share this extended
clan’s joy and sorrow – and to feel, for the length of this remarkable film, like a part of their family.

An uplifting tale based on a real lie,
Chinese-born, American-raised Billi
(Awkwafina) reluctantly returns to Changchun to find that, although the whole family knows their beloved matriarch, Nai-Nai
(TV actress Zhao Shuzhen), has been given mere weeks to live, everyone has decided not to tell Nai Nai herself. To assure her
happiness, they gather under the joyful guise of an expedited wedding, uniting family members scattered among new homes
abroad. As Billi navigates a minefield of family expectations and proprieties, she finds there’s a lot to celebrate: a chance to 
rediscover the country she left as a child, her grandmother’s wondrous spirit, and the ties that keep on binding even when so
much goes unspoken. 

Based on a story Wang initially shared on the long-running American radio programme and podcast This American Life about
her grandmother’s illness and her experience of straddling two cultures as a child of immigrants, The Farewell is universal in its
celebration of family bonds, which can unite and strengthen us, often in spite of ourselves.  

Dir: Lulu Wang                 
USA 2019 / 1h40m / PG
Mandarin and English with English subtitles
Ciné Sunday Sun 22 September, 11:00
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 26 September, 10:30
Bring a Baby Thu 26 September, 10:30

#helloDCA20   9

“An uplifting tale based on an actual lie...”
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The Goldfinch
Fri 27 September – Thu 10 October

Winner of the Pulitzer Prize, critically acclaimed and a global best-seller, it was only a matter of time before Donna Tartt’s 
beguiling story of loss, love and art would be given a cinematic adaptation. For the legions of readers who are nervous that
this film might not do their beloved novel justice, take heart. With a screenplay by Peter Straughan (Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy),
cinematography by Roger Deakins (Dunkirk), a superb cast including Ansel Elgort (Baby Driver), Finn Wolfhard (Stranger
Things), Nicole Kidman, Luke Wilson, and Jeffrey Wright, and helmed by director John Crowley (Brooklyn), who has sensitively
adapted literary texts for screen, we are very confident The Goldfinchwon’t disappoint.

It begins 
with a boy.
13-year-old
New Yorker
Theo Decker miraculously survives a bombing at the Metropolitan Museum of Art that tragically kills his mother, and is taken 
in by the family of a wealthy friend. Bewildered by his strange new home, unable to relate to his schoolmates, and tormented
above all by his unbearable longing for his mother, he clings to one thing that reminds him of her: a small, mysteriously 
captivating painting called The Goldfinch which he took from the museum on that fateful day. As an adult, Theo moves silkily
between the drawing rooms of the rich and the antiques store where he works, but the painting ultimately draws him into an
underworld of art dealing and danger. Haunted by his mother’s absence and living with the mysterious provenance of the
painting, Theo makes extreme life choices, leading to a decade of adventure, sorrow, mystery, and redemption.

The Goldfinch combines unforgettably vivid characters, mesmerising language and breathtaking suspense, while plumbing
the deepest mysteries of love, identity, and art. It is a beautiful, sprawling, old-fashioned story of loss and obsession, survival
and self-invention, and the ruthless machinations of fate. 

Dir: John Crowley                 
USA 2019 / 2h29m / 15
Ciné Sunday Sun 29 September, 11:00
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 3 October, 10:30
Bring a Baby Thu 3 October, 10:30 

“...combines unforgettably vivid characters, mesmerising
language, and breathtaking suspense.”
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For Sama        
Sun 22 September – Thu 3 October

The Syrian civil war may be the largest humanitarian crisis of our
age, and with no end in sight, it’s only right that documentarians
are unwilling to let it rest. The last few years have seen several
films deal with the subject, but what makes one sincere study 
of the conflict more essential than another? The answer lies in 
singularity and intimacy of perspective, and on that front, Waad
al-Kateab and Edward Watts’s extraordinary war diary For Sama
is in a league of its own. 

Over the course of several years, Waad al-Kateab has been 
filming the uprising in her home city of Aleppo, Syria. Capturing
the brutal conflict all around her comes with added personal
stakes as she falls in love and becomes pregnant with her first
child. The idea of bringing a baby into such extreme conditions
transforms how she documents her surroundings. She maintains
love for her nation and the people around her, hoping this passion
can counterbalance the widespread violence her daughter will be
born into. While the battles rage on daily, baby Sama comes into
the world to a devoted mother faced with the ever-more-urgent
decision of whether to let go of the city she dreamed would
someday be free of war. Through the chaotic devastation that 
surrounds them, For Samadepicts a story of how love can bloom
in even the direst of circumstances.

Simple in concept and shattering in execution, blending hard-
headed reportage with unguarded personal testimony, it’s 
you-are-there cinema of the most literal order and quite simply, 
a powerful, essential, and important viewing experience. 

Dirs: Waad al-Kateab, Edward Watts                  
UK / USA / Syria 2019 / 1h40m / 18
Arabic with English subtitles

Ad Astra       
Fri 4 – Thu 10 October

Director James Gray’s last film, The Lost City of Z,
was a sprawling adventure which took audiences
trekking into the unknown depths of the Amazon,
and with his Ad Astra he takes the next logical step,
setting his sights on the ultimate frontier – space. 

Brad Pitt plays Roy McBride, an astronaut whose 
father (Tommy Lee Jones) disappeared years ago 
on a mysterious mission into outer space. While 
Roy himself is on a mission on the edge of Earth’s 
atmosphere, a strange electromagnetic phenomenon,
later dubbed the Surge, causes widespread power
outages and plane crashes across the planet. This
kicks off a chain of events which lead Roy on a 
dangerous expedition back into space, where he 
uncovers secrets that may lead to the truth about 
his father’s disappearance and threaten Earth’s very
existence. 

Films about space and questions about the nature 
of our existence have long gone hand-in-hand, and
Ad Astra is the latest addition to this deep tradition.
Gray has a knack for striking a balance between 
introspection and sweeping spectacle and with 
cinematography by Nolan collaborator Hoyte Van
Hoytema (responsible for the imagery of Interstellar
and Dunkirk, among others), incredible set-pieces
and moments of heart-stopping tension reminiscent
of Gravity, this is serious, vividly detailed and thrilling
sci-fi on a huge scale. 

Dir: James Gray               
Brazil / USA / China 2019 / tbc / tbc
Ciné Sunday Sun 6 October, 11:00
Subtitled screening Tue 8 October, 21:00
Bring a Baby Thu 10 October, 10:30
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Judy
Fri 4 – Thu 17 October

Acclaimed theatre director Rupert Goold brings the poignant story of Judy Garland’s final performances to the big screen 
with the help of an extraordinary performance by Renée Zellweger. Channelling the great singer, she manages to capture the
fragility, dignity and steely determination of someone whose life was dedicated to her music, her fans, and a desperate need
for acceptance. 

In the winter of 1968, showbiz legend
Judy Garland arrives in swinging London
to perform in a sell-out run at the Talk Of
The Town. Thirty years have passed since she shot to stardom in The Wizard Of Oz, but if her voice has weakened, its dramatic
intensity has only grown. This booking is a financial lifeline for Garland, who is desperate to keep custody of her children.
Preparing for the show, she battles with management and fights health issues, but she also manages to charm musicians 
and reminisce with friends and adoring fans. Through all her troubles her wit and warmth shine through. Even her dreams of
romance seem undimmed as she embarks on a courtship with Mickey Deans (Finn Wittrock), her soon-to-be fifth husband.
But Judy is fragile – after working for 45 of her 47 years, she is exhausted; haunted by memories of a childhood lost to 
Hollywood; and gripped by a desire to be back home with her kids. 

Bittersweet, this is a remarkable portrayal of a remarkable woman, sensitively handled, that leaves you with the feeling that more
should have been done to protect her. As society only now begins to fully understand the pressures that showbusiness puts
on women, Judy is a reminder of not only the talent but the tragedy that underscored some of Garland’s most well-loved songs.

Dir: Rupert Goold                
UK 2019 / 1h58m / 12A
Subtitled screening Sun 6 October, 18:15
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 10 October, 10:30

“...a remarkable portrayal of a remarkable
woman, sensitively handled.”
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Hail Satan?
Fri 6 – Mon 9 September

Chronicling the extraordinary rise of one of the most colourful
and controversial religious movements in American history,
Hail Satan? is an inspiring, entertaining and critically 
acclaimed new documentary about the Satanic Temple, 
a non-theistic group founded in 2013 in Salem, 
Massachusetts. Though it uses satanic imagery, the group
doesn’t actually believe in Satan (a fact that often gets 
overlooked in right-wing news coverage of their stunts) but
rather use the idea of religious pluralism to advocate against
theocracy and to challenge corrupt authority. Setting up 
a new series of anarchic public actions, they prove that 
with little more than a clever idea, a mischievous sense of
humour, and a few rebellious friends, you can speak truth 
to power in some unexpectedly profound ways. 

Provocative, charming and frequently hilarious, Hail Satan?
is also very timely – with the religious right’s influence on
right-wing US politics clearly increasing, and recently 
extending to a series of controversial abortion bans – and
has a resonance beyond the States with its focus on a
group of often misunderstood outsiders whose unwavering
commitment to rationalism and social and political justice
has empowered thousands of others around the world.

Dir: Penny Lane               
USA 2019 / 1h35m / 15      

Memory: 
The Origins of Alien
Thu 12 September, 20:30

Memorywas a script that Dan O’Bannon started in 1971,
abruptly hitting a wall at page 29. But after the idea gestated
for several years, it ultimately took the form of Ridley Scott’s
masterpiece Alien. 

Alexandre O. Philippe’s documentaries –most recently
78/52, about Hitchcock’s Psycho shower scene – have 
interrogated cinema’s cultural ripples. IfMemory: The Origins
of Alienwere only a comprehensive account the film’s 
origins – ancient myths, comic books, H.P. Lovecraft, sci-fi
movies, and parasitic wasps – it would still be fascinating.
But it also explores how Alien lodged itself so indelibly into
our cultural imagination. Philippe’s real interest lies in the
deep resonance of myths and our collective unconscious.
The strange symbiotic collaboration between Aliencreators
O’Bannon, Scott, and H.R. Giger suggests a greater 
synchronicity across history, art, and storytelling, a 
synchronicity that gives us the Furies, creatures of 
Renaissance painting, and even chest-bursting aliens. 

Propelled by a pure joy of cinema (and sociology), the film 
is strewn with unearthed archival material, designs, and 
story notes. It’s safe to say you’ll never think of Alien the
same way again.

Dir: Alexandre O. Philippe               
USA 2019 / 1h33m / 15

Documentary 
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Mantra – Sounds into Silence
Mon 23 September, 20:15

A feature-length documentary, exploring the growing musical and social phenomenon of chanting, Mantra – Sounds into 
Silence shares the stories of people who are finding healing and a sense of inner peace by singing mantras together. It’s a 
film about spirituality rather than religion, about people reconnecting with their true selves and with others.

As our characters’ stories about their connections to
the music unfold, we meet the musicians who have
inspired them and brought them together. Through these
encounters, we will discover how the artists themselves
came to this music and to the practice of Kirtan, and how, over the years, it transformed their lives too.

As we discover in the film, chanting has measurable, beneficial effects on the brain and in turn, on practitioners’ well-being
and we meet people from all walks of life and from all over the world who testify to this.

With performances and contributions from Deva Premal & Miten with Manose, Krishna Das, Snatam Kaur, Jai Uttal, Guru
Ganesha, and many more.

Tickets £9
Students, claimants, under 21s £7

Dir: Georgia Wyss               
Various countries 2017 / 1h25m / cert tbc  

“...chanting has measurable, 
beneficial effects on the brain.”

Documentary



The Game Changers 
with recorded Q&A
Mon 16 September, 20:00

Mixing groundbreaking science with cinematic stories of
struggle and triumph, this revelatory documentary traces
the explosive rise of plant-based eating in professional
sport. James Wilks, elite special-forces trainer and
mixed martial artist travels the world in search of the
truth about meat, protein and strength. Showcasing elite
athletes, soldiers and visionary scientists, his journey 
exposes outdated myths about food that not only affect
human performance, but also the health of the global
population. The film features some of the strongest,
fastest and toughest sportsmen on the planet, and it’s
backed by them too: Lewis Hamilton, Novak Djokovic
and Chris Paul rank among its executive producers,
alongside James Cameron, Arnold Schwarzenegger
and Jackie Chan. Eye-opening stuff.

Tickets £9
Students, under 21s and claimants £7

Dir: Louie Psihoyos        
USA 2019 / 1h32m (film) + 25m (Q&A) / cert tbc     

Inna de Yard
Thu 3 October, 20:45

Joyous and vibrant, set against the lush green 
mountains of Jamaica, Inna de Yard sees a superstar
group of reggae legends gather to record a new album
of infectious hits in an unplugged style that harks back
to their roots. The musicians include Ken Boothe, 
Winston McAnuff, Kiddus I, Cedric Myton and Judy
Mowatt whose iconic songs capture the poetry and
passion of their homeland. 

Directed by Peter Webber (Girl with a Pearl Earring), 
the film is studded with intimate acoustic versions of
classic tracks (such as Ken Boothe’s Everything I Own)
and dazzling live performances from their unforgettable
all-star concert in Paris. This landmark film recounts 
the history and continuing cultural importance of reggae
music and paints an unforgettable portrait of these 
pioneering artists and the successes, triumphs and
heartaches afforded by a lifetime immersed in this 
colossally influential music scene. 

Dir: Peter Webber       
France 2019 / 1h39m / 12A

Documentary 
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The documentary is followed by a cinema-
exclusive recorded roundtable Q&A and 
discussion with the filmmakers and executive 
producers: James Cameron, Arnold
Schwarzenegger, and Jackie Chan.
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Day / Film Times

Fri 30 August
Pain & Glory 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

The Souvenir 13:00/18:15

Animals 15:30/20:45

Sat 31 August
Pain & Glory 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

The Souvenir 13:00/18:15

Animals 15:30/20:45

Sun 1 September
Pain & Glory 11:00/13:30/16:00

18:30/20:45

The Souvenir 13:00/18:15

Animals 15:30/20:45

Mon 2 September
Pain & Glory 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

The Souvenir 13:00/18:15

Animals 15:30/20:45

Tue 3 September
Pain & Glory 13:00/15:30/20:30

The Souvenir 13:00/18:15

Animals 15:30/20:45

Wed 4 September
Pain & Glory 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

The Souvenir 13:00/18:15

Animals 15:30/20:45

Thu 5 September
The Souvenir 10:30/10:30/13:15/18:15

Pain & Glory 13:00/15:30/18:00

Animals 15:45/20:45

Do The Right Thing 20:30 

Fri 6 September
Transit 13:00/18:00

Mrs Lowry & Son 13:15/18:00

The Souvenir 15:15/20:15

Hail Satan? 15:45/20:30

Day / Film Times

Sat 7 September
Aladdin 13:00

Mrs Lowry & Son 13:15/18:00

Hail Satan? 15:45/20:30

The Souvenir 15:45/20:30

Transit 18:15

Sun 8 September
Aladdin 10:30

The Souvenir 11:00/13:00/20:15

Mrs Lowry & Son 13:30/18:15

Transit 15:30/18:00

Moulin Rouge! 15:30

Hail Satan? 20:30

Mon 9 September 
Transit 13:00/18:00

Mrs Lowry & Son 13:15/18:30

The Souvenir 15:15/20:15

Hail Satan? 15:45/20:45

Tue 10 September
Transit 13:00

Mrs Lowry & Son 13:15/18:00

The Souvenir 15:15/20:15

Leto 15:45/21:30

Margaret Atwood: 19:30
Live in Cinemas 

Wed 11 September
Transit 13:00/18:00

Mrs Lowry & Son 13:15/18:30

The Souvenir 15:15/20:15

Leto 15:45/20:45

Thu 12 September 
Mrs Lowry & Son 10:30/10:30/13:15
Transit 13:00/15:15

Leto 15:45/21:30

The Souvenir 18:00

NT Live: Fleabag 19:30

Memory:  20:30
The Origin of Alien

Key
Bring a Baby 

Senior Citizen Kane
Performance Screening

Discovery Family Film Club
Subtitled

Ciné Sunday
Relaxed Screening
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Day / Film Times
Fri 13 September
Downton Abbey 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

A Faithful Man 13:00/18:00

It Chapter Two 14:45/20:30

Sat 14 September
Downton Abbey 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:45

A Faithful Man 13:00

It Chapter One 18:00

It Chapter Two 14:45/20:45

Sun 15 September
Downton Abbey 11:00/13:00/17:00

18:00/20:30

It Chapter Two 13:45/21:00

Carmen Jones 15:30

A Faithful Man 19:15

Mon 16 September
Downton Abbey 13:00/15:30/18:00

A Faithful Man 13:00

It Chapter Two 14:45/20:30

Bait 18:00

The Game Changers 20:00

Tue 17 September
Downton Abbey 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

It Chapter Two 13:00/20:00

Bait 16:15

A Faithful Man 18:15

Wed 18 September
Downton Abbey 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30 

Bait 13:00

It Chapter Two 15:00/20:15

The Garden 18:00

Thu 19 September
Downton Abbey 10:30/10:30/13:15/15:00

18:00/20:30

A Faithful Man 13:15

It Chapter Two 15:45/21:00

Bait 19:00

Fri 20 September
The Farewell 13:00/15:45/18:00/20:30

Downton Abbey 13:00/15:15/18:00

Rocketman Sing-a-long 20:30

Sat 21 September
Discovery Shorts 2018 13:00
The Farewell 13:00/15:00/18:00/20:30

Downton Abbey 15:15/18:00/20:15

Day / Film Times
Sun 22 September
Discovery Shorts 2018 10:30

The Farewell 11:00/13:30/15:45

18:30/20:45

Downton Abbey 13:00/15:45/18:00

For Sama 20:30

Mon 23 September
The Farewell 13:00/15:15/18:00/20:30

Downton Abbey 13:00/18:00

For Sama 15:45

Mantra – Sounds into Silence 20:15

Tue 24 September
The Farewell 13:00/15:45/18:00/20:30

Downton Abbey 13:00/15:15/20:15

For Sama 18:00

Wed 25 September
For Sama 13:00

The Farewell 13:00/15:45/18:00/20:30

Downton Abbey 15:15/18:00/20:15

Thu 26 September
The Farewell 10:30/10:30/13:00/20:30

Downton Abbey 13:00/15:15/18:00

For Sama 15:45

NT Live:  19:00
One Man, Two Guvnors (Encore)

Fri 27 September
For Sama 13:00

The Goldfinch 13:00/15:00/18:00/21:00

The Farewell 16:00/18:30

NT Live: Fleabag (Encore) 20:45

Sat 28 September
The Goldfinch 13:00/15:15/18:15/20:15

The Farewell 13:00/21:00

Sun 29 September
The Goldfinch 11:00/14:15/15:15/19:30

The Farewell 13:00/18:15

The Third Man 17:15

Poetic Justice 20:30

Mon 30 September
The Goldfinch 12:45/15:15/18:00/21:00

The Farewell 13:00/15:45/18:15

For Sama 20:30



Day / Film Times
Tue 1 October
The Goldfinch 12:45/15:15/18:00/21:00

The Farewell 13:00/15:45/18:15

For Sama 20:30

Wed 2 October
The Farewell 13:00/18:15

The Goldfinch 13:00/15:15/20:30

For Sama 16:00/18:15

Roger Waters Us + Them 20:30

Thu 3 October
The Goldfinch 10:30/10:30/14:00

15:45/20:15

The Farewell 13:30/18:45

For Sama 18:00

Inna de Yard 20:45

Fri 4 October
Judy 13:00/18:00/21:00

Astro Kid 13:00

The Goldfinch 15:00/18:00

Ad Astra 15:15/20:15

Sat 5 October
Judy 13:00/18:00/21:00

Astro Kid 13:00

The Goldfinch 15:00/18:00

Ad Astra 15:15/20:15

Day / Film Times
Sun 6 October
Astro Kid 10:30/13:00

Ad Astra 11:00/15:45/20:30

Judy 13:30/18:15/21:00

The Goldfinch 15:00/18:00

Mon 7 October
Astro Kid 13:00

Judy 13:00/18:15/21:00

The Goldfinch 15:15/18:00

Ad Astra 20:30 

Tue 8 October
Astro Kid 13:00

Judy 13:00/20:30

The Goldfinch 15:00/18:00

Ad Astra 15:15/21:00

Young Soul Rebels 18:00

Wed 9 October
Judy 13:00/18:00

Astro Kid 13:00

The Goldfinch 15:00/18:00

Ad Astra 15:15/21:00

Metallica S&M2 20:15

Thu 10 October
Judy 10:30/13:00/18:00

Ad Astra 10:30/15:15/21:00

Astro Kid 13:00

The Goldfinch 15:00/18:00

Billy Connolly:  20:30
The Sex Life of Bandages 
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Relaxed Screenings
We are excited to bring you three Relaxed Screenings
in this guide! These screenings are for anyone who
prefers more consistent sound and lighting, no 
adverts or trailers, and freedom to move around 
during the film.

Aladdin
Sun 8 September, 10:30

Discovery Shorts 2018
Sun 22 September, 10:30

Astro Kid
Sun 6 October, 10:30

Tickets: £5

Accessible Screenings 
Audio description is available on all screenings of 
Downton Abbey, It Chapter Two, Judy, and Ad Astra.
The following films are subtitled: 

Downton Abbey   
Sun 15 September, 18:00 and 
Tue 24 September, 15:15

It Chapter Two 
Tue 17 September, 20:00

Judy
Sun 6 October, 18:15 

Ad Astra
Tue 8 October, 21:00
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DISCOVERY FAMILY FILM CLUB

Aladdin
Sat 7 September, 13:00

We’ve had a very busy summer in the company of
Woody, Spider-Man and Simba so we’re delighted to
have a chance to catch up with another classic character
who returned in a refreshed role earlier this year. It’s a
new version of the familiar tale. Street rat (who is really 
a ‘diamond in the rough’) sees a princess, falls in love,
finds a lamp – and its surprise inhabitant – and sets off
on a series of adventures leading (eventually) to a happy
betrothal to aforementioned princess. The ‘twist’ for this
version is that it was at the time of release the latest live
action remake from the Disney Studios of one of their
classic animated tales.

Guy Ritchie leaves behind his British gangster movie
reputation to direct this family adventure, and Will Smith
steps into the giant curled-toe shoes of Robin Williams
as the Genie. Newcomers Mena Massoud and Naomi
Scott play the star-crossed lovers and the film once
more features the award-winning songs from the 
earlier animation. Part of Disney’s domination of 2019
blockbusting films, it’ll be a whole new world of delight
to finally see it on our screens.

Dir: Guy Ritchie 
USA 2019 / 2h08m / PG  
Relaxed screening Sun 8 September, 10:30

Discovery Shorts 2018 
Sat 21 September, 13:00 

It has become something of a tradition here that on the
eve of the new Discovery Film Festival we give a final
farewell to the short films that were the hits of the 
previous year. For the last ten months, the 2018 
collections of Shorts For Wee and Middle Ones have
been travelling across the UK, appearing at other 
venues, festivals and summer events, and now we are
bringing them back to DCA for one last outing before
they leave our screens, ready for the 2019 collections 
to emerge in their place.

We’ll meet a penguin whose attempts to serve drinks 
at a birthday party lead to utter chaos, a large green bird
who has some difficulties with a big bell and a very frisky
egg and see how an old, forgotten Rubik’s Cube finds 
a whole new audience. Plus we’ll watch relationships
develop through the power of sport (gymnastics and
basketball), and – for the final time – see screen giant
Samuel L. Jackson give us his finest, funkiest, flashiest
Tyrannosaurus Rex in a truly jaw-dropping, mind-
boggling and foot-tapping four minutes!

Whether you saw some of them last year, or if this is your
first time, don’t miss this chance to see this special 
collection of the best of the fest. 

Dirs: Various
Various countries 2016–17 / 1h / Age 5+
English, dialogue free or (in one film) Arabic with
subtitles
Relaxed screening Sun 22 September, 10:30

Tickets are £5 for under 21s / £7 for adults, or a family ticket for four costs £20. Children under the age 
of 12 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian.
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Astro Kid                       
Fri 4 – Thu 10 October

Ten-year-old Willy is having the time of his life, accompanying his explorer parents on their intergalactic space mission
to document all the extraordinary forms of new life they are discovering. He gets to have great fun, meet exotic flora
and fauna and ride his hoverboard through the endless corridors of their spacecraft. But this idyllic existence is 
shattered when an asteroid shower destroys the ship, and the escape pod that Willy manages to wriggle into 
separates him from his parents and takes him down to a mysterious planet. He quickly realises he is very much 
alone, with only the help of Buck, a survival robot, on which to depend. Can he survive for long enough until his 
parents can reach him? Or will the strange new world in which he finds himself be too full of dangers from which he
cannot escape?

This beautifully animated, gorgeously designed sci-fi adventure is a thrilling tale that manages to blend together a
whole raft of fantastical story elements. There are enjoyably familiar hints of dinosaurs, computer games, prehistoric
tribal life, faithful canine companions and a whole range of weird-looking creatures that could be friendly (but maybe
aren’t). The younger audience will enjoy it as a cracking adventure story; older viewers may well also enjoy spotting 
references to classic movie moments from across the years…

Dir: Eric Tosti
France 2019 / 1h29m / PG
Relaxed screening Sun 6 October, 10:30
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DISCOVERY HOLIDAY FILM
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Moulin Rouge!
Sun 8 September, 15:30

Baz Luhrmann is a director whose name is synonymous with a certain style, and here very nearly out-Luhrmanns himself
with a film which whisks us back to Paris at the turn of the 20th century, a world of glamorously decadent excess 
illuminated by newly-developed electrical lights, where penniless bohemians rub shoulders with high class dignitaries
and the fashionably wealthy. 

A very youthful-looking Ewan McGregor stars as Christian, the hopelessly romantic writer whose path fatefully crosses
with the impossibly alluring, unavailable Satine, played by an Oscar-nominated Nicole Kidman. He is earnest and 
idealistic; she is sultry, aloof and, crucially, a dancer and courtesan at the world-famous Moulin Rouge nightclub. 
Christian instantly falls for her, but little does he know that becoming romantically involved with Satine comes with its
own set of difficulties – foremost of which is a wicked Duke (Richard Roxburgh) who lusts after her. Christian works 
with a troupe of performers and artists led by the famous Toulouse-Lautrec (John Leguizamo) – a real life historical 
figure who frequented and designed posters for the real Moulin Rouge. 

But that is perhaps as close as this film gets to realism – this is an unabashed fantasy, an elaborate spectacle with lavish
sets, glitzy costumes and an entire jukebox’s worth of chart-topping pop songs, all reimagined and spliced together 
into an all-singing, all-dancing extravaganza and brought to life with an exuberance which borders ever so slightly on
over-the-top.

Dir: Baz Luhrmann       
Australia / USA 2001 / 2h07m / 12A

To celebrate DCA’s 20th anniversary, we asked you to tell us which films from 1999–2019 you wanted to
see back on the big screen. This time, enjoy Baz Luhrmann’s spectacular musical romance, a huge pop
culture sensation back in 2001. Let us know what you’d like to see next, sharing your ideas with the 
hashtag #helloDCA20.



It Chapter Two        
Fri 13 – Thu 19 September

2017’s It reboot updated the setting of Stephen King’s novel to the 1980s and introduced audiences to a charming new 
version of the Losers’ Club, while revelling in a macabre sense of funhouse horror. Director Andy Muschietti has returned once
more to the town of Derry, Maine to bring us the eagerly-awaited final chapter.

27 years have passed since Chapter One and the characters we came to love are now all adults; the casting of the grown-up
Losers is one of this film's strengths. James McAvoy plays haunted, would-be leader Bill, Jessica Chastain plays his 
childhood sweetheart Beverly while Bill Hader steps into the shoes memorably filled by Stranger Things’Finn Wolfhard as
foul-mouthed joker Richie. It’s safe to say that actor Bill Skarsgård’s reinvention of Pennywise is as memorable as Tim Curry’s
portrayal in the 1990 TV adaptation, and this sequel takes Pennywise and the Losers to darker, more intense depths as the
shape-shifting menace emerges once more from the sewers.

Muschietti proved with the first film that he had skill in balancing the claustrophobic, shadowy atmosphere of small town
America while delivering big, scary set-pieces with an eye for the grotesque, and in Pennywise has revitalised a screen villain
who, for all his creepy mannerisms and horrific deeds, you just can’t look away from.

Dir: Andy Muschietti                
USA 2019 / 2h49m / 15
Subtitled screening Tue 17 September, 20:00
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Make a night of IT with our devilish double-bill: It Chapter One followed by It Chapter Two on Saturday 14
September, 18:00. Tickets £12, students and claimants £9.



The Garden
Wed 18 September, 18:00 

Half waking dream and half fiery polemic, The Garden
was born of director Jarman’s rage over continued 
anti-gay discrimination and the sluggardly response to
the AIDS crisis – he had been diagnosed HIV positive 
in 1988. 

Starring Tilda Swinton, this uniquely kaleidoscopic film
shows the filmmaker’s genius at its most coruscating,
making space in its breadth of vision for an over-the-top
Hollywood-style musical number, nightmare images of
tar-and-feather queer persecution, and footage of the
particularly menacing-looking nuclear power plant that
overlooks Jarman’s own garden, the point from which
his film begins, and a cherished spot which he must
keep to tending even as his body begins to betray him.
Writhing with sorrow and anger, and yet so vividly alive
to the loveliness of being, The Garden is a baleful and
beautiful epistle from the brink of the beyond.

Dir: Derek Jarman         
UK 1990 / 1h35m / 12A     

Rocketman sing-a-long
Fri 20 September, 20:30 

The recent Oscar-winning success of Bohemian 
Rhapsody, the biopic of rock legend Freddie Mercury,
set the bar high for Rocketman, a similar tale of mould-
breaking musical success against the odds, this time
spotlighting the early years in the career of Elton John.
But the omens were good – the unforgettable music, an
outstanding star turn by Taron Egerton as Elton and the
safe directorial hands of Dexter Fletcher, who brought us
The Proclaimers’ musical Sunshine On Leith and served
as uncredited director for Bohemian Rhapsody – and
Rocketman was a hit at DCA cinema back in May. 

Claiming to be ‘based on a true fantasy’, the key 
moments in the transformation of Reginald Kenneth
Dwight into Elton Hercules John are all here. The 
1970 residency at the Troubadour club in LA, the 1975
Dodger Stadium appearances, the duet with Kiki Dee,
the footwear, the drugs, the flamboyance, the hidden 
relationships, the marriage to Renate.

Dir: Dexter Fletcher         
UK / USA 2019 / 2h1m / 15
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Get set for Dundee Pride Day on Saturday 21 September, dedicated to celebrating and supporting
LGBT+ people in Dundee and surrounding areas. Visit www.dundeepride.com to find out more!



Artist’s Choice

Poetic Justice              
Sun 29 September, 20:30

Poetic Justice, the follow-up to John
Singleton’s seminal breakthrough
Boyz n the Hood, received a 
lukewarm reception from critics on
its released in 1993, but now is the
perfect time to revisit this often 
over-looked film.

Janet Jackson stars as Justice, a
beautician and poet in mourning
after a personal tragedy, while 
Tupac Shakur plays Lucky, a 
musician who ends up on a road 
trip with Jackson’s no-nonsense
hero. Maya Angelou’s specially-
written poetry is recited in voice-
over, and the film plays with the 
contrasts between the language of
Justice’s poetry and the language 
of her everyday life. 

Poetic Justice reflects Singleton’s
passion for exploring black identity
and in casting such iconic and 
important cultural figures as Jackson,
Shakur and Angelou, bears his 
commitment to giving black voices 
a platform.

Dir: John Singleton        
USA 1993 / 1h49m / 15      

Young Soul Rebels              
Tue 8 October, 18:00

Set in 1977 London over the 
weekend of the Queen’s Silver 
Jubilee, artist Isaac Julien’s 1991
feature debut Young Soul Rebels is
an energetic and vibrant work which
still feels truly radical today, and we
are over the moon to be presenting
this extraordinary film in 35mm. 

Best friends Caz (Mo Sesay) and
Chris (Valentine Nonyela) run a 
pirate radio station, enthusiastically
spreading soul music throughout
London at a divided and dangerous
time. The murder of a close friend
gives the film a loose thriller narrative,
but Julien uses this as a springboard
to delve deep into ideas of British
national identity.

Young Soul Rebels presents to us a
world where fashion, music, drugs
and youth culture intersect thrillingly,
and ultimately looks to the future as
much as it looks at the past.  

Dir: Isaac Julien        
UK 1991 / 1h45m / 18    

Carmen Jones              
Sun 15 September, 15:30

Directed by Otto Preminger, this
lively, colourful updating of the 
Carmen story transplants the action
to World War II-era America and, in
basing itself on the 1943 Broadway
musical of the same name, boasts
an entirely black cast. 

While the film was seen as 
progressive for having an all-black
cast in 1954, the decision was also
made for the cast’s singing voices 
to be dubbed by professional opera
singers, controversially dubbing
Dorothy Dandridge with white singer
Marilyn Horne.

Ambitiously liberal and with 
celebrated, passionate performances
from Dorothy Dandridge and Harry
Belafonte, Carmen Jones is also 
indicative of 1950s Hollywood’s 
regressive attitudes towards race,
making it a fascinating, multi-faceted
watch.

Dir: Otto Preminger        
USA 1954 / 1h 45m / U  
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We offer our exhibiting artists the chance to screen a film alongside their work in our Galleries. Alberta
Whittle has chosen these films to coincide with her exhibition How Flexible Can We Make the Mouth.

Alberta says "Carmen Jones, Poetic Justice and Young Soul Rebels are films which have intrigued me
since childhood and continue to affect the language(s) I weave through my own practice. Each of these
films defies cinematic expectations of race, gender and sexuality, deftly layering entanglements of love, 
desire, grief, trauma and recovery amidst political strife as worthy and multiple."
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Cinema Events

Roger Waters Us + Them
Wed 2 October, 20:30

Roger Waters, co-founder, creative force and songwriter
behind Pink Floyd, presents his highly anticipated film,
Us + Them, featuring state-of-the-art visual production
and breathtaking sound in this unmissable cinema event.

Filmed in Amsterdam on the European leg of his 2017 –
2018 Us + Them tour which saw Waters perform to over
two million people worldwide, the film features songs
from his legendary Pink Floyd albums (The Dark Side of
the Moon, The Wall, Animals, Wish You Were Here) and
from his last album, Is This The Life We Really Want?

Waters collaborates once more with Sean Evans, 
visionary director of the highly acclaimed movie, Roger
Waters The Wall, to deliver this creatively pioneering film
that inspires with its powerful music and message of
human rights, liberty and love.

Tickets £14 
£10.50 under 21s, students and claimants

Dir: Sean Evans    
2h15m / cert tbc   

Metallica S&M2
Wed 9 October, 20:15

S&M2 is a must-see celebration of the 20th anniversary
of Metallica’s groundbreaking S&M concerts and album
recorded with the San Francisco Symphony. See them
once again perform with the Symphony as legendary
conductor Michael Tilson Thomas leads a portion of 
the show, kicking off his final season in San Francisco.
Recorded live in September 2019, the shows also 
commemorate the opening of the state-of-the-art 
Chase Center.

Including several tracks from the original '99 S&M 
release as well as symphonic versions of new songs,
this cinema event lets millions of fans around the world
experience the show as a modern-day big screen 
concert.

Tickets £14
£10.50 under 21s, students and claimants

Dir: Wayne Isham 
USA 2019 / 2h30m approx / cert tbc



NT Live: Fleabag
Thu 10 September, 19:00 (sold out); 
Encore Fri 27 September, 20:45

See the hilarious, award-winning, one-woman show that
inspired the BBC’s hit TV series Fleabag, broadcast live
to cinemas from London’s West End. 

Written and performed by Phoebe Waller-Bridge
(Fleabag, Killing Eve) and directed by Vicky Jones,
Fleabag is a rip-roaring look at some sort of woman 
living her sort of life. Fleabag may seem oversexed,
emotionally unfiltered and self-obsessed, but that's just
the tip of the iceberg. With family and friendships under
strain and a guinea pig café struggling to keep afloat,
Fleabag suddenly finds herself with nothing to lose.

Playing to sold-out audiences in New York and London,
don’t miss your chance to see this hilarious show, beamed
straight to Dundee’s only indie cinema.

Tickets £17.50
Students and under 21s £15

Dir: Vicky Jones     
UK 2019 / duration tbc / 15    

Billy Connolly: 
The Sex Life of Bandages
Thu 10 October, 20:30

Hailed as the UK’s most influential comedian of all time,
legendary Scot Billy Connolly is coming to cinemas with
this brilliant show from his final stand-up tour.

Recorded in 2015 in Australia, this whip smart routine 
is a riotous journey filled with outrageous tales and 
blistering observations of everyday absurdities. Screening
as a special one-night-only event, Connolly will also
muse upon his career, life and legacy in a deeply 
personal interview filmed exclusively for cinema audiences.

Prior to retiring in 2016 following his diagnosis with
Parkinson's disease, Connolly toured worldwide 
continuously for 50 years, performing to an audience 
of over 10 million. The Sex Life of Bandages is a big
screen tribute to an iconic funny-man whose sharp 
wit and anarchic storytelling is still as hilarious as ever.

Tickets £15
Students, under-21s and claimants £12.50

UK 2019 / 2h15m / 18

Performance
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Performance

Margaret Atwood: 
Live in Cinemas
Tue 10 September, 19:30

On Tuesday 10 September, award-winning and best-
selling author Margaret Atwood publishes worldwide her
highly anticipated new novel The Testaments, a sequel
to her most celebrated work, The Handmaid’s Tale.

The momentous literary event will be celebrated with an
exclusive live cinema broadcast, as Fane Productions
present an evening with the Canadian novelist, poet, 
literary critic and inventor. The publication of Atwood’s
The Handmaid’s Tale in 1985 and the current, Emmy
Award-winning television series have created a cultural
phenomenon, as handmaids have become a symbol 
of women’s rights and a protest against misogyny and
oppression.

Live from the London stage, Atwood will be interviewed
by broadcaster and author Samira Ahmed in a 
conversation spanning the length of Atwood’s remarkable
career, her diverse range of works, and why she has 
returned to her seminal handmaid story, 34 years later.

Tickets £17.50
Students, under-21s and claimants £15

1h50m / recommended cert 12A   

NT Live: 
One Man, Two Guvnors 
(Encore)
Thu 26 September, 19:00

Featuring a Tony Award-winning performance from host
of the The Late Late Show, James Corden, the hilarious
West End and Broadway hit One Man, Two Guvnors
returns to cinemas to mark National Theatre Live’s 
10th birthday.

Fired from his skiffle band, Francis Henshall becomes
minder to Roscoe Crabbe, a small time East End hood,
now in Brighton to collect £6,000 from his fiancée’s dad.
But Roscoe is really his sister Rachel posing as her own
dead brother, who’s been killed by her boyfriend Stanley
Stubbers.

Holed up at The Cricketers’ Arms, the permanently 
ravenous Francis spots the chance of an extra meal
ticket and takes a second job with one Stanley Stubbers,
who is hiding from the police and waiting to be reunited
with Rachel. To prevent discovery, Francis must keep his
two guvnors apart. Simple.

Tickets £17.50
Students, under-21s £15

Dir: Richard Bean  
UK 2011 / 2h30m / 12A    
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Do the Right Thing
Thu 5 September, 20:30

It’s the hottest day of the year in a predominantly black
Brooklyn neighbourhood, and simmering racial tensions
are about to reach boiling point. 

On the 30th anniversary of its release, Spike Lee’s 
incendiary third feature, a potent cocktail of visual
bravado and barely suppressed anger, has lost none of 
its relevance and power to provoke. Lee plays Mookie, 
a pizza delivery man for Sal (an Oscar-nominated Danny
Aiello), who runs a restaurant with his sons, Vito (Richard
Edson) and the unapologetically-racist Pino (John Turturro).
Local character Buggin’ Out (Giancarlo Esposito) is 
incensed when he notices Sal’s Wall of Fame exhibits
only Italian-American celebrities. Demanding redress, 
he stages a boycott and the pizzeria becomes a flashpoint
in a series of confrontations that escalate inexorably 
towards violence.

Dir: Spike Lee      
USA / 1989 / 1h59m / 15      

The Third Man 
Sun 29 September, 17:15

Voted the greatest British film of all time by the British Film
Institute, The Third Man is one of the very few perfect
movies. Of course, you would expect a film written by
Graham Greene and starring Orson Welles, Joseph 
Cotton and Trevor Howard to be good. However, what
makes the film truly great is director Carol Reed’s refusal
to play it safe. The stunning noir photography was
achieved on the bombed-out streets of post-war Vienna
rather than in a studio, and is all the more atmospheric for
it. Welles does not show up until the second half, but this
only adds to the suspense; all the music is performed by
a local Viennese zither player, and it still ranks as one of
the great film scores; and then there’s the extraordinary,
uncompromising ending, which may be the finest in all
cinema. See an undisputed masterpiece in this stunning
new 4K restoration.

Dir: Carol Reed       
UK 1949 / 1h44m / PG  

This screening will be followed by a recorded 
Q&A hosted by film critic Danny Leigh, featuring
Angela Allen, one of the original crew members,
Hossein Amini and more special guests.



Get ready for a close encounter of the furred kind – Shaun the Sheep is back in Farmageddon.This
new Aardman Animations comedy sees Shaun and his flock of friends helping alien Lu-La get back to
her home planet before she’s captured by a sinister government agency. Kids of all ages will love the
cute characters and slapstick gags, and there’s plenty to entertain grown-up film fans too.

François Ozon's By the Grace of God is the powerful true story of three victims of child abuse who,
as adults, brought a criminal case against the priest responsible. The real-life priest in question tried 
and failed to block the film’s release, and it went on to win the Jury Grand Prix at the Berlin 
International Film Festival in February.

Journey into the creative process with musician PJ Harvey with new documentary A Dog Called
Money. Directed by Irish war reporter Seamus Murphy, it follows Harvey on a tour of troubled and 
forgotten places, from Afghanistan to Kosovo and beyond. She writes poetry on the move and 
ultimately returns to the studio to record her album The Hope Six Demolition Project.

Farmageddon

Coming soon
Sorry We Missed You wowed critics at the Cannes Film Festival, and is one of the most important
films you’ll see this year. Father-of-two Ricky believes that becoming a freelance delivery driver could 
be the answer to his financial woes, but in reality his problems are beginning. Sorry We Missed You
is both an intimate drama and a critique of the human cost of zero-hours contracts. Essential viewing.

Plus, don’t miss…

By the Grace of God  A Dog Called Money

30 www.dca.org.uk



Access
DCA welcomes everyone and we are committed to making our programme 
and facilities accessible. We accept the CEA card. Application forms and further
details are available from Box Office as well as large print copies of DCA print
material. Guide Dogs are welcome in our cinemas. Details of audio-described
and subtitled screenings are listed in our print and online at our website.

For further information on access please contact us on 01382 432444.

DCA Cinema is supported by:

DCA follows BBFC recommendations. For further details about film classification or for extended film 
information, please refer to www.bbfc.co.uk

B R E A K F A S T 
1 0 : 0 0  -  1 2 : 0 0

L U N C H 
1 2 : 0 0  -  1 7 : 0 0

D I N N E R 
1 7 : 0 0  -  2 2 : 0 0 

S E R V E D  7  D A Y S

(01382) 909246  |  www.jutecafebar.co.uk

F O L L O W  U S  @ J U T E C A F E B A R  O N   I N S T A G R A M   |   F A C E B O O K   |   T W I T T E R 



Bookings:
01382 432 444
www.dca.org.uk
DCA Box Office is open daily from 10:00 until 15 minutes after 
the start of the final film.

Standard prices
£7 before 17:00
£8 from 17:00*
DCA members enjoy £1 off tickets for standard screenings*
Red Card Plus members enjoy £0.50 off tickets for standard screenings*

Concessions**
Over 60s
£6 before 17:00
£7 after 17:00
Students and under 18s 
£5.50 all day
Claimants
(Jobseekers Allowance, Disability Living Allowance, Housing Benefit)
£5 all day
Disability
Free carer’s ticket on production of valid CEA card

*There are some pricing exceptions, please see film information for further information.
**Please bring proof of your status to DCA when purchasing or picking up reduced tickets.

Special Screenings:
Senior Citizen Kane Club
Over 60? Join us for a film with tea/coffee and biscuit – £6.50

Bring a Baby Screenings
For those with babies under 12 months old, includes tea/coffee 
and biscuit – £6.50

Discovery Family Film Club
£5 under 21s
£7 over 21s
Family ticket for four people £20

Relaxed Screenings
Relaxed screenings with consistent lighting and lower sound levels – £5

Ciné Sundays
Film, breakfast roll and tea/coffee – £9

Tickets cannot be exchanged or refunded after purchase except in the case of a cancelled performance.

Ticket offers are subject to availability and may not be used in conjunction with any other offer.

All tickets must be paid for at point of booking.

Whilst every effort is taken to ensure the accuracy of information within this guide, mistakes do happen. 
DCA reserves the right to make changes to the programme as necessary.

DCA reserves the right to refuse admission.

DCA asks all customers to refrain from using mobile phones in the cinema.

Customers are welcome to take their drinks into our Cinemas, but are asked to refrain from going back 
to the bar during the screening.

Dundee Contemporary Arts Twitter @DCAdundee
152 Nethergate Instagram @DCAdundee
Dundee DD1 4DY Facebook DCA.Dundee
Registered Charity no: SC026631
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